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Students guard 400 vehicles

Male birth control
7th street to get bike parking lot safe, popular

The first step has been taken to set up a centralized bike lot for student bicycles.
A.S. Council allocated $100 to A.S. Vice
President Rudi Leonardi on Wednesday.
allowing for the initial phase of the project to be
implemented this weekend.
Leonardi said yesterday he will try to
construct a temporary lot, using galvanized pipe
stands and rope to make the boundaries of the
facility.
The lot will be located on Seventh Street.
between San Fernando and San Carlos streets.
and hold up to 400 bicycles.
The wooden kiosk presently used on Seventh
Street for posting announcements will be moved
and iised by the student attendant on dot v

All that is needed to insure the complete implementation of the project is $1,640, which
Leonardi will request from A.S. Council at its
next meeting.
First, however. Leonardi s request must pass
through the Special Allocations Committee.
Tusday which makes recommendations to
Council on all items exceeding $100.
Problems are not anticipated with Special
Allocations, Leonard’ said.
Assuming the request is approved next
Wednesday by Council, Leonard’ can begin
recruiting for attendants.
The 91,640 would be used to finance one work
study position at $2 per hour for 68 hours per
week . Leonardi has expressed hopes, however.

that volunteers can help out during rush hours.
which would occur during the band 15 minute
breaks between classes.
How much money Council decides to allocate
will be a major factor in determining costs for
use of the bike lot.
Leonardi said he does not want to charge
anything, which would be possible if the full
$1,640 is granted.
If the full amount is denied, the cost would be
$4.10 per semester. Leonardi said.
The lot would enclose most of the bike racks
currently situated on Seventh Street, although a
few racks would be left where they are for the
use of those who wish to bypass the lot.
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A peaceful protest demonstration

that rocked SF financial district
By Buzz Eggleston
Wednesday’s anti -Nixon anti -war rally in San
Francisco began peacefully enough. A
Venceremos spokes -person expreseed the
crowd’s sentiment in an anti -Nixon harangue.
Country be McDonald, and a guitar accompanist. sang "Tricky Dicky from Yarbalinda" and other songs. It rained.
The crowd was smaller than anticipated; 2.000
demonstrators had been expected, perhaps there
were 750. A speaker for the April 22 Coalition
announced that President Nixon was touring the
BART stations, so they would wait an hour
before beginning the march to the Sheraton Palace Hotel where the President would speak.
It might have been a final hope for more
demonstrators to appear.
Finally, the march began, four abreast. Hecklers from office windows jeered them. The rain
fell harder. They chanted, "NLF, PRG. Indochina
will be free." "HO, HO, Ho Chi Minh," and other
slogans.
Reporters covering the march ducked for
cover at every opportunity from the rain. Spectators asked increduously. "What’s going on."
There was little time to explain.
If there were police on the streets, they were
invisible. The first few intersections were
crossed with difficulty. Finally, police in light
blue uniforms controlled intersections nearer
the Sheraton -Palace.
As the demonstration approached the hotel, a
booming voice echoed off the old highrise
buildings. Through a bullhorn, police directed

the marchers to a plaza across from the hotel. A
lewish group was already there, protesting
against "Russia’s" emigration laws for Jews. The
anti -Nixon marchers assembled peaceably.
Police in shiny blue helmets with clubs, some
on horseback, cordoned the Sheraton -Palace.
Reporters were allowed inside only if they could
present yellow press cards issued by the
Republican Party.
The Sheraton -Palace oozed luxury. An army
of busboys, bellboys, and others were rushing
about wildly. Thick red carpets with intricate
designs contrasted with the high chandeliered
ceilings.
Gov. Reagan began speaking even before the
President arrived. His speech could be heard in
the press room behind the crowded main
ballroom filled with the luncheon sponsors; the
$1.000-a-plate contributors.
For awhile the press could enter and leave the
ballroom freely, but as word came that the
President was about to arrive, the room was
closed. Reporters that were outside the ballroom
were directed to the press room. The security
people were polite, but strict.
President Nixon and his wife entered by a
back doorway, surrounded by secret service.
Two reporters stood gaping at the scene. As the
President passed, there was an enthusiastic, but
low -toned applause.
He wore a blue-gray suit, his back slightly
hunched. His face appeared more like a cartoon
depiction of him, even more than a photograph.
The blue in his suit made the shadow of his beard

stand out more than it would have otherwise. He
entered the ballroom.
It was impossible to see outside. to see if the
President could have seen the demonstration as
he hurried through the hotel lobby. It is possible
he knew of the demonstration only by what his
security people told him.
Behind the President came his press corps, a
handpicked group following his press secretary.
Ron Zeigler, and pre-briefed on all that the
President was to say.
They entered the press room and began work.
typing and telephoning, and sending telegrams
even while the President spoke. Other reporters
strained to hear the speech over the racket of
typewriters and teletypes.
A rumor circulated that Zeigler would hold a
press conference to handle questions concerning
a possible peace settlement of the Vietnam War.
Someone said there would be copies of the
President’s speech available after he finished.
Neither came to pass.
When the President finished his speech.
reporters who were covering the speech and the
march rushed out to
Continued on page 3.

By Bill Harks
First of two parts
The male sterilization processvasectomyis get I ma more and more popular as a means of birth
control.
According to "Esquire" magazine, 50.000 Americans received vasectomies in 1968. The number
rose to 200,000 in 1969 and soared to 700.000 in 11:170. The 1971 figure was in excess of 750,000.
john Hessel, vice-president of Family Planning Alernatives. 265 Meridian Ave., San lose, believes
the reasons for the steady climb include the operation’s simplicity and the low cost.
"It only takes about 15 to 30 minutes to perform the whole operation and have the patient out of the
office and feeling physically well. and the cost is not really that high," said Hassel.
The average vasectomy by a doctor in his office usually costs $12510 $150 while one at the Family
Planning Alternatives clinic costs $75.
A vasectomy is a simple operation. Two incisions are made in the scrotal sac and a small portion of
the vas deferens (the tube that carries the sperm out) is clipped off.
One possible drawback is that some pubic hair is shaved off prior to the operation, usually the hair
below the penis and inside the thighs.
Somethimes a patient will have a pain in the groin after the operation, like that when hit in the areo.
This can last two or three days or up to two weeks.
Hessel believes the best time for having a vasectomy is Friday; the man has the relaxing weekend
to recover.
"Usually the patient is ready to resume work on the Monday after the operation. but if he does some
strenuous work, say for example play football or work on a loading dock." said Hessel, "he should
wait a while longer."
"The patient should also wear a clean athletic supporter immediately following the operation. and
then as long as he feels necessary," he added.
The patient should not get the area wet for at least 24 hours, and take showers, but not tub baths for
the following week.
Sometimes there is a slight swelling of the scrotum, and some bruising and drainage are not uncommon. However, an ice pack and aspirin every four to six hours are effective pain reducers.
It is generally suggested that a week rest from sexual intercourse be allowed, but Hessel said that
patient could have intercourse the same night, "but he would probably hurt quite a bit afterward."
Other complications are caused by doctors who perform vasectomies as quickly as possible.
"The method hal slot to do with infections," said Hessel. "There are some doctors who give vasectomies who shouldn’t, doctors who haven’t studied up on the technique."
Hassel said a vasectomy is one of the safest of operations. "No one has ever died from a vasectomy."
he claimed.
Complete sterilization is not accomplished immediately. Some sperm is usually left in the deferens
and the seminal vesicle at the base of the penis, so complete sterility does not occur for three or four
weeks, according to the Family Planning pamphlet on vasectomy.
The only way to find out if a male has actually Lad a successful vasectomy is to get a microscopic
sperm count. There are not visible signs of the operation.
Hessel recommended getting a sperm count in six months and then at least once a year for a few
years to determine if the tubes have grown back together, a rare occurence.
There is very little difference in ejaculation following a vasectomy, because only two or three per
cent of the semen is sperm. The sperm is still being produced, but is being absorbed into the body.
with no affect.
Vasectomies are not 100 per cent effective, noted Hessel. "Let’s say they are 99 per cent effective.
They are as effective as the pill, and that means vasectomies are one of the best known means of
sterilization."
There is no effect on the male hormones. There will be no loss of body hair and the voice will remain
the same.
Hesse’ said everyone should understand that a vasectomy will likely be permanent.
"Chances of a successful reversal are slim. There is always a chance that after putting the ends of
the tubes back together, scar tissue will grow on the inside. and the tubes are very narrow to begin
with," he said.
"Also, in some cases, the sperm production stops after a time with no use, and the ability to get a
woman pregnant diminishes."
"Of course, I do know of some incidents of successful reversals. I had a friend who was married and
had children and decided to have a vasectomy. Everything was fine until he got a divorce and was
remarried. He then had a reversal, had another child, and then got anothei vasectomy." said Hesse’.
A reversal can cost from $1,000 to $1,500 with no guarantee of success.
For those uncertain about permanent sterilization, but interested in a temporary vasectomy, a
new device is being developed.
Called a Bionyx, it is a little valve fitted inside the vas deferens. It can be turned on and off by a doctor.
"I’m not sure it will work. I think we should give it five more years before it is used, although it has
been implanted in a few men back East," said Hesse’.
"There is a question whether it can be turned off and on whenever wanted. Will it be harmful inside
the scrotal sac? And can it be turned on after an extended length of time without the sperm stopping
development before it was opened?" I.-teasel asked.
Let’s just say I’m skeptical about the Bionyx."
(Tomorrow: The affects of a vasectomy physically and psychologically, and who should consider
having onel.

Spartan City

old but loved
By Jerry Dyer
The housing has been described as substandard, but residents of San lose State
University’s Spartan City would rather live
there anyway.
Spartan City is the 148-unit college sponsored
housing for full-time married students attending
SISU. Set up originally to provide low-cost
housing for returning WWII veterans, the
facilities have been in constant demand for 24
years since then, despite the lack of any major
improvements.
One hundred of the units are two -bedroom
apartments which are rented only to married
students with at least one child. It is these
students who say they are reasonably satisfied
with their present homes.
Nobody denies the facilities at Spartan City
are substandard. "The facilities," said Bill
Allison, head of Auxiliary Enterprises. "are very
much in need of repair. They’re old, and have
served their purpose." lames Beall, A.S. housing
officer, contended that "100 per cent of the
facilities are substandard."
However, a substantial number of the couples
with children indicated they would rather live in
Spartan City than in an apartment -complex type
dwelling.
The children, in most cases, were the
determining factor. Mike Pero& a senior industrial arts major, said he is most interested in
the environment to which his son is exposed.
"There are lots of kids," he pointed out, "and
that’s really a good thing. It’s better than nursery
school, and it gets the kids ready to go to school
by teaching them how to play and get along with
each other."
His wife Margaret seemed very happy with
the play area provided for the children. "Look at
all this grass," she said, "and it’s all closed in by
fences. It’s a safe place to play, and the kids love
The Parodi’s moved to Spartan City from an
apartment in Campbell. "It really was a nice
place to live." commented Parodi. "but there was
no room for the little guy to play. I don’t think he
knew what sunshine was until we moved here."
Mrs. Virginia Grace, an SISU graduate whose
husband is a student, agreed that Spartan City is
Ideal as far as raising children is concerned.
"Here," she said, "the children have a large play
area. It wouldn’t be fair to move somewhere
where they wouldn’t have any thing at all."
While most of the Spartan City residents with
children seem to be satisfied with the facilities
as far as their children’s environments are

concerned, they agree the buildings and
facilities are far from satisfactory.
Both the A.S. housing office and Auxiliary
Enterprises acknowledge the need for changes in
married student housing, and both have made
extensive studies of the problem.
One result of these inquiries is a 62 -page study
of married student housing needs, and another is
a housing plan proposed last year by A.S. Pres.
Mike Buck. Buck’s proposal was turned down by
the city of San lose.
Other housing plans are being considered,
among them a large apartment complex, which
would concentrate on the needs of married
students first, but which would be open to single
student as well. It is this sort of plan the
students at Spartan City indicate they would
rather not see.
Beall, on the other hand, felt something should
be done to improve the university’s housing
situation, and blamed lack of action an a lack of
interest by administrators and the Board of
Trustees.
"Married student facilities," he stated, "are the
most neglected area of housing, and Spartan
City is a good example of how poor they really
are. If the building inspectors went into that
place, they would have to condemn it. But, they
haven’t been there in 10 years."
Beall believes Spartan City should be given a
number one priority. "Auxiliary Enterprises has
been promising new married housing for a long
time." he said, "but they never come through.
They should hire a staff just to plan good
housing and accelerate the program. It definitely
is an important one."
Allison admitted that conditions in Spartan
City are poor, but pointed out that the buildings
are just temporary and being used as a stop -gap
measure. "Besides," he said. "the price is right.
The two -bedroom apartments are $46.50, and
that’s pretty cheap."
Spot maintenance, rather than preventive
maintenance, is performed on the buildings
because, according to Allison, the buildings are
only temporary. The residents seem pleased
with what repairs are made, and comment
favorably on how fast the service is.
However, no immediate changes in the
situation at Spartan City seem forthcoming.
Even if the plan Auxiliary Enterprises is
preparing were instituted, Allison calculates it
probably would not be completed before 1978.
To further complicate the matter, there is the
possibility the married students with children
might reject any plan which does not contain an
adequate recreation area for their offspring.
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Spartcn City provides companion, grassy play areas and fresh air for children of residents

Financial aid
applications
due Nov. 21

711111
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Mood mom:
Janitor tends grounds at barracksturnedhomes

for married

San lose State University undergraduates in
need of financial assistance to Continue college
should file State Scholarship applications
before midmight, Nov. 21.
Approximately 1,700 of these new
scholarships will be available for currently
enrolled college students who are not already in
the State Scholarship Program.
Those who will be under age 30 prior to October 1973 are eligible to apply. No age limit applies to those applicants who have had at least
181 days of continuous military service.
Scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
must be submitted as part of the application.
SISU students may be awarded funds to cover
fees up to $164. Students planning to attend a
community college during the 1973-74 academic
year may have their scholarships held in reserve
for them until such time as they attend a fouryear college.
Applications are available on campus in AD
234 or directly from the State Scholarship and
Loan Commission, 714 P St.. Sacramento, Calif.
95814.
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Letters to the Editor

Progress may be our end
A reply to Mark Heilman’s comment:
"Capitalism
helps
preserve individuality." September 27, 1972.
The competition that a capitalistic
system produces and encourages has a
positive relationship to the progress of
that system. Namely, the more
competition, the faster the progress.
The idea of progress asserts that
there is, in some semse, a progressive
improvement in man’s life. Not at all
iimes, but viewed over a long period of
time. Not at all places simultaneously,
but ultimately everywhere.
This progress, the direct result of
"striving for that higher plateau," as
Mark Heilman puts it, has taken man
beyond countless numbers of "Golden
Ages," which most people today can
relate to. Yet this is certainly the century in which all man’s ancient dreams
appear to becoming true.
The conquest of air, the
transmutation of matter, journeys to
the moon, even the elixir of life, one by
one the marvelous visions of the past
are becoming reality.
Among them, the one most fraught
with promise and peril is the machine

My first night in San Jose this year I
was treated to a Garbageman’s Sonata.
The unsolicited performance came
in the wee small hours when the
sanitation folks decided to pick up the
garbage on my street and see how
much noise they could make in the
meantime.
It wouldn’t have been so bad if the
neighbor in the apartment next door
hadn’t decided to spend a couple of
haws trying to sing.
sibgins4 wouldn’t have been so
had if he hadn’t been vocalizing late at

night and if he had been on -key.
And that wouldn’t have been so bad
if he and another neighbor hadn’t
gotten into an argument over the first
guy’s singing.
All this left me feeling less than
sparkling when the garbageman and
his cohorts in noise announced their
arrival.
To add to it, my street is graced with
not one, but two garbage trucks every
Monday. One truck is for the fellows
who like to drop small garbage cans

that can think. Our progress and discoveries force us to live with the consequences of these great creations;
overpopulation and its sub-problems,
pollution of land and air and, worst of
all, the loss of individuality, and not
the preservation of the same as Mark
Heilman has stated. Of course, one
might project his personality into the
computer which he designs.
I attribute our present situation to
the competitive overdrive, directed
and programed into us during our
socialization days. Our species, the
cleverest of them all, is so far advanced
in the arts of capturing and controlling
his environment, and at the same time
is so far backward in the techniques of
controlling himself, that he stands in
danger of extinguishing all of his kind
from the face of the earth.
Extinction is a natural process, but it
is usually a slow one, often taking tens
of thousands of years. This time it may
be different; we may leave this world,
not with a gradual silence, but with a
bang. We may even take the rest of the
living world with us. Progress?
Richard E. Weed

Unequal coverage claimed
Editor:
May I bring it to your attention, if
you are not already well aware of it,
that the Daily has thus far into the
semester printed 27 column inches of
copy concerning Sen. George
McGovern, as per only 14 concerning
Pres. Richard Nixon; that the Daily has
mentioned McGcGovern in headlines
five times, Nixon only twice; that the
Daily has run cartoons satirizing the
President thrice, without satirizing
McGovern at all; and that McGovern’s
picture has graced the Daily quite
prominently, while Nixon’s has
appeared once.
May I further bring to your attention
the discouraging facts that not one
single Daily reporter has thus far
chosen to even investigate the SJSU
Nixon campaign,though Nixon

volunteers have been highly acyive
here since registration week; and that
what coverage SJSU Young Voters For
The President has received was but a
brutal mutilation of a short, fully factual release they submitted
themselves - - information eliminated
by the Daily editors including the
names and phone numbers of two of
the three top officers, a listing of proNixon activities, and mention of
Satyagraha, the Young Voters
newspaper?
As a working journalist myself, and
as a former editor, I naturally hesitate
to level charges of deliberate bias
against my colleagues. Nevertheless,
the Daily staff’s political slant is
presently unwholesomely visible.
Merritt Clifton

Germany - 1936

How to swallow San Jose and live
by Lou Covey
Well folks, here we are, all settled
into our respective niches in dear old
San Jose State University. By now
we’ve all paid our dues and exercised
our inalienable right to be denied the
classes of our choice.
For most of us, it is our first time
away from home and thereby ,a steady

Unanswered questions bothering you?
by Bill Berke
writer Bill Harke, IC 208, between 1:30
and 4:20 p.m. daily.
Harke will seek the aid of
authoritative persons such as lawyers,
doctors, school administrators or
anyone he feels most qualified to
answer the question.
lust about any question will be
answered. But if the Daily has
problems, it may at times open the
question to the entire campus, and
hope for an answer.
Of course the Daily will be unable to

Russia - 1972

INTESTINAL FORTITUDE

Campus S.O.S.

In an effort to help the San lose State
University community with problems,
both basic and abstract, the Spartan
Daily Will introduce a new feature
beginning next Friday and, hopefully,
continuing throughout the year.
A new column, Campus S.O.S., will
be used to help SJSU students solve
problems or get answers to puzzling
questions.
Students may submit questions to
the Spartan Daily office, phone 2773181, or deliver his question to staff

and kick them around some.
The other truck is for those big bins.
from apartment houses. Bins make
more noise when they’re dropped but
there are more of the cans.
Aside from the garbage collectors, I
live near a fire house and on a main
thoroughfare which gives our humble
abode a steady dose of raucus racket.
What’s really bothering me is that
I’m getting used to it. Aside from being
noisy, noise is annoying, interrupts
concentration and makes it hard to
hear.
That doesn’t include all the noise
we’re bombarded with and we’ve adjusted to, such as jet noise, and the
constant hum of automobile traffic.
The list of noise we know about is
from
long enough, loudspeaker
speeches on Seventh Street, electric
guitars, sirens, screeching cars, etc.
This is not to say rock music should
be done away with, or speeches or
cars. But does it all have to be so loud?
I’m not all thrilled with silence
either. One trouble with silence is I
tend to let my mind wander and that
always gets me into trouble.
The silence of a wilderness is a little
too much for me on a long term basis.
What I’m seeking is a happy
medium, just a little noise, kind of like
background music in a movie. But
what happens is that two people start
talking and then somebody in the room
can’t hear the television and he turns it
up, which causes the other two to raise
their voices, which gets the next -doorneighbor mad so he turns up his stereo
in retaliation...
Getting used to it really isn’t the
answer. If I adjust, it means my
hearing isn’t as good as it used to be.
Between the smog and the fact my
eyesight isn’t very good anyway, I
don’t see too well.
I’d like to think my body can
compensate with some decent hearing.
Besides, although they’re a little large,
I would hope my ears would serve as
more than decoration.
Noise isn’t bad, it’s just loud.

answer any questions which lead to
libel, and prices cannot be quoted in
the column.
Questions such as "Do the buildings
on the SJSU campus meet earthquake
requirements?" or "Where can I go to
get a VD checkup?" will be answered
as quickly as possible.
Campus S.O.S. will begin as a once a
week item, but if the demand is great
enough, it will be published, as often
as necessary.
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’IT WAS THE LAST PARKING SPACE ON CAMPUS AND THEY ALL SAW IT
AT THE SAME TIME,’

supply of free food. Now we have to
make the decision to eat what the
dining commons has to offer, eat our
own cooking, go out to eat (y00000uuu
deeserve a break today), or starve.
In this particular column, we hope to
give you an idea, of where the best
places (for the least money) to eat are,
and what you should expect from
them.
Now then; this reporter is a student
and is subject to various financial restrictions. In other words, I can’t afford
to go out to dinner once or twice a week
to get material for this column. So if
you expect to read a comprehensive
review of various restaurants every
week, you are out of luck.
What you can expect is, along with
the beanery reviews, surveys of cheap,
and not-so-cheap entertainment in the
Bay Area, some of my favorite recipes

e:::Staff Comment /00000

Protest spots
by Robert Hill
Yesterday’s show of protest by
organizations dedicated to such, once
again proved for all to see that these
people have to be supplied with an appropriate place to hold their
demonstrations.
When bricks, and pieces of pipe
conveniently cut to throwing size are
"found" in the vicinity of such
demonstrations, one cannot help but
wonder why political parties and the
like keep scheduling theses speeches
in "construction zones."
It would be much better if the
organizers of these functions used a
little foresight and found a more
suitable locale for their gatherings.
To all organization leaders contemplating presenting a speaker, may I
suggest the area in the middle of
Lawrence Expressway, just south of
the Modess Test factory, in Santa
Clara.
This
would
place these
"demonstrators" in an element which
they so justly deserve.

(I am an amateur gourmet), and a
couple of cookbook reviews. I may
even tell you how my aunt Martha is
doing, if I really get desparate.
Currently, I am working on a list of
restaurants, known to a select few as
"Last -Chance-for Gas -till-Morning,"
and known to the rest of the
unimaginative public as MacDonald’s,
Jack-in-the Box, etc. Even though the
quality of the food is somewhat low, a
customer should expect certain standards in food preparation and service
from these places.
Also on my list of things to do will be
a review of the local all-night coffee
houses such as Lyon’s and Denny’s
Well, I’ll let you get back to your
lukewarm - coffee - and - stale - donut
breakfast or what ever else you
happen to be eating.
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News Review
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Unauthorized bombing raids
Pont North let ilaltlese prison
Three Aniyi.,
camps flew home .fhursday night and one said the Anierican
for bringing the remaining
"responsibility"
bear
the
people must
400 men out of captivity.
A Defense Department spokesman said arrangements had
been made for a team of military officials to meet pilots Lt.
Mark Gartley, Lt. (j.g.) Norris Charles and Maj. Edward Elias
when they arrive in New York from Copenhagen.
A former Navy pilot yesterday told a Senate probe the Navy as
well as the Air Force launched premeditated bombing attacks
against North Vietnam under the guise at -protective reaction."
Sen. Richard Schweicker, R -Pa., said former A7 Corsair pilot
William Groeper described two raids made before the White
House ordered renewed heavy bombing of North Vietnam

Minibike registration needed
Strong enturvement ot a oms ta’, . tequiring registi atom ot
highway vehicles has been promised by the Department (il Motor
Vehicles.
Law enforcement agencies have been requested to begin citing
owners of motorcycles, trail bikes, dune buggies. snowmobiles.
minibikes and all terrain vehicles used on public land without a
special identification sticker. Registration for such vehicles is
$15 and is good for two years.
Infractions carry a fine of up to $50 for the first conviction and
up to $250 for the third conviction within a year.

Senate hearing asked by Mills
Calitornia Senate president pro tern lames R. Mills asked a
Senate committee yesterday to conduct hearings on allegations
by the Pacific Gas and Electric Co. that passage of the coastline
protection initiative would cause power shortages.
The initiative, Prop. 20. is on the November ballot.
Mills said Prop. 20 does not prevent power plant construction
along the coast, but requires the issuance of an additional permit
based on environmental consideration.

Nixon protestors
scuffle with police
continued from pap 1
the street, trying to find inlormation about the
demonstration.
They found a passive group.
standing in almost a choir-like
position, facing the front of the
hotel. It was very still. The
chanting and the sign waving
appeared to be over. Even the
police seemed to be relaxing.
The press corp was leaving,
they had met their deadlines
earlier. Other reporters were
rushing to meet theirs.
Blocks away. sirens began
to scream. A group of five
motorcycle police sat in a
group. On a signal they drove
off. Around a corner, red lights
were flashing, a small group of
demonstrators were shouting.
There was a pool of blood on
the sidewalk.
Demonstrators claimed
three people were inside a paddywagon. The police removed
one of the wagon’s occupants,
unhandcuffed him, he shouted
something which could have
been heard only by the police
close to him. There was a scuffle, the demonstrator made a
half swing, six policemen held
him down, handcuffed him
again, and placed him back in
the wagon.
The demonstrators on the
sidewalk produced a number
of stories on what had been
going on to cause the trouble.
A police lieutenant reported a
group returning from the hotel

Lost spring’s Fresh Fruit Conspiracy blossoms again

Apple Annie at SISW Not
exactly. But the San lose State
Student Co-op has the same
purpose in mind. And that is to
sell not only fresh apples, but a
variety of fresh fruits to the
campus community this
semester.
Initiated last year as a
function of SCIP (Student
Involvement
Community
Program). the Co-op has three
stands in operation, located at
the corners of Seventh and San
Carlos and Fifth and San
Carlos streets, and in front of
the College Union on Ninth
Street.
Larry Tarquinio, a veteran
Co-op worker from last year.
said that the profits from the
fruit stands go towards paying
salaries for student workers.
Any additional profit is given
back to the student body in the
form of free fruit at
Thanksgiving. Christmas and
Michael Pets other holidays.
Tarquinin pointed out that

Flag on jeans OK
someone’s pants.
U.S. District judge Levin
Cambell of Boston ruled recently that it is not a crime to wear
a U.S. flag sewn on the seat oh
your pants.
Judge Cambell said there is
such a widespread use of the
flag on cars, jackets, sweater,

coats and elsewhere that it
could not be considered a
crime to wear it on pants.
Cambell’s ruling does not
have the force of law outside of
his judicial district, but it
provides a legal precedent for
dismissing similar cases
around the country.

RAVE granted loan
for political purposes
By George Reds
Numerous committee appointments and a $99
allocation were madr by A.S.
Council in a business meeting
Wednesday.
Council granted a request
from the Radical Audio-Visual
Experiment (RAVE) to sponsor a forum Oct. 10 in Morris
Dailey Auditorium that would
bring together various
speakers to discuss state
Proposition 22 and the Seven
Points Peace Plan.
The $99 would be used for
publicity purposes. said
RAVE spokesman Steve
Gonzales.
In other action, Council
designated upper division
representative famm Basseri
as its vice chairman

arrest, assault and battery.
blocking a sidewalk and disturbing the peace.
Police said three were
released on bail and seven
spent the night in jail awaiting
court appearances today.
Some 272 policemen were at
and around the hotel where a
crowd of 750 anti -war protestors had assembled.
A
group
of
200
demonstrators broke from the
main protest and started
walking up the middle of
Montgomery Streetthe heart
of the financial district blocking traffic.
Demonstrators look bottles
from a soft drink truck caught
in the traffic jam and used
them with rocks in their window -smashing spree.
The San Francisco
Chronicle reported television
newsman Lou Calderon of
KGO-TV suffered a stab
wound when he was attacked
by a window -smasher while
filming the action.
Steve Ginesi, KRON-TV,
said he was forced to
surrender his camera.
Spokesmen for the two antiwar groups had held seperate
during
demonstrations
President Nixon’s speechthe
April 22 Coalition and the
Northern California Peace Action Coalition, denied that any
of their followers were involved in the destruction.

3 fruit stands
profit students

OMB

Old Glory is appearing
everywhere in the most
patriotic and unusual places.
Those nationally inspired
individuals who salute
proudly at football game are
at a loss for proper response
when the American flag
passes by on the seat of

demonstration began to break
windows.
Associated Press gathered
the rest of the story and
reported it this way:
Police Capt. Jeremiah P.
Taylor said the window breaking spree was a
diversionary tactic to lure
police from the Sheraton’
Palace Hotel during Pres.
Nixon’s visit Wednesday.
Taylor’s explanation was a
response to criticism from
some witnesses who estimated it took police 10 to 15
minutes to arrive on the scene
where the demonstrators were
breaking windows. Ten
persons were arrested.
Police said outstanding
warrants were found on two
men.
Among those hit were the
Bank of America world headquarters building, branches of
Wells Fargo and Crocker
banks. Great Western
Savings. Bank of Montreal,
Bank of California, and an office of Menu, Lynch, Pierce.
Fenner & Smith brokerage
firm.
Police Lt. Clem DeAmicis
said the department had
received reports of 35 broken
windows in more than a dozen
banks and brokerage houses.
The persons arrested were
booked for investigation of a
variety of charges including
inciting to riot, destruction of
private property. resisting

He will preside at meetings
anytime A.S. Vice Pres. Rudi
Leonardi is not present.
Greg English was chosen
Finance Officer and will sit on
the Special Allocations Committee along with Tony
Gonzales, who was named as
Council’s at -large representative.
English will head the seven member Finance Committee,
which includes Gonzales.
Sonny COMO, Stephanie Dean.
Kelvin Ng, Rosa Velasquez,
and Debbie Wigely.
’The Internal Policy Committee will consist of Morris
Bean, Larry Gonzales. Tony
Gonzales, Juan Najera. and
Miss Wigely.
Bob Weber will head the

MacFarlane’s

External Policy Committee,
which also includes Cookie
Poinset and Miss Velasquez.
Miss Dean was named to the
Athletic Advisory Board Committee and Spyder Sanchez to
the Election Board Committee.
In other business, Council
approved Act 50, which
governs the A.S. Program
Board, and introduced Act 56,
which aims to set up an A S
Planning Agency.
Act 56, according to its
author.A.S. Planning Director
Jay Marder, will bring
together various campus
organizations is an attempt to
coordinate goals such as
housing and open space.

the prices are a little higher
than supermarkets, which buy
in larger quantities from
wholesalers, and therefore
pay lower prices. "Selling fruit
on an individual basis also increases the cost of labor. We
can’t put through a box of apples as quickly as a
supermarket. Although prices
fluctuate according to
wholesale costs, Tarquinio
added that the fruit is "a lot
cheaper than the College
Union Snack Bar."
"Generally we do well when
it’s sunny. and we starve when
it’s raining." noted Tarquinio.
"And that means quite a bit to
some of the Co-op workers
who support themselves with
this job."
At present the Co-op has a
complete staff of to.
" W e are particularly
interested in hiring more
minority people, since the
staff is predominately white
right now."

Pianist Deno Gianopoulos
to play Oct. 3 at SJSU
Greek -American
pianist
Deno Gianopoulos will holds
recital Tuesday, Oct. 3. at the
San Jose State University
Concert Hall at 8:15 p.m.
Tickets are $3 for general
admission and $1.50 for
students at the door.
The recital, co -sponsored by
the Music Department and the
Greek community, is one of
several programs being
offered throughout the city in

preparation for the annual
Greek Festival, Oct. 7 and 8.
Gianopoulos’ program will
includ-:. ’Sonata No. 52 in E flat
major" by Ha ydn, "Sonata in A
major, Op. 120" by Schubert
and "Pictures at an
Exhibition" by Mussorgsky.
Accompanying the concert
will be an exhibit by Bay Area
artist Theodore Polo s in M 161.

Quinn in La Strada Monday, 7.30 pm Morris Dailey, $1

Non-students employed
for bookstore rush

By Maureen McCarthy
This fall, Spartan Shops
hired 14 non -students on a
temporary basis to operate
cash registers, approve
checks,
and -provide
stability" during the hectic
semester rush period, according to Howard Brown of
the Spartan Bookstore,
Mrs. Joyce Flemming,
superintendent of campus
student
employment,
however, said these positions
could have been adequately
filled by students.
Brown, operations manager
and assistant manager of the
bookstore, said hiring nonstudents is not new. The shops
hire persons from an employment agency because it is
believed students cannot commit themselves to an eight hour shift during registration.
Brown explained.
However, "student employment handles a lot of
students with unusual
schedules who could work
eight hours straight," Mrs.
Flemming declared. A grad
student carrying a three-unit
night class could till the
position, she added.
Many students also pre-reg
for classes and therefore
know their schedules in advance, she said. Planning to
work all day would be no
problem for these students.
Brown gave another reason.
"The bookstore needs the
stability of knowing thy
cashiers will be there during
’rush’ to service the students
needs best."
Spartan Shops paid Manpower Inc., a San Jose private
employment agency, $3.15 per
hour for each person sent to
San lose State University to
operate the cash registers according to lack Bray. branch
manager of Manpower Inc..
321 S. Monroe.
Persons also have been
hired through Contemporaries
Temporary Personnel, 108
Park Center Plaza. Brown
said. No one was available at
this agency to disclose then
fees.
First semester student employees of the bookstore make
$1.95 per hour according to the
student employees personnel
manual.
Brown pointed out.
however, that Spartan Shops
pay around six per cent ot
what a student earns for his
social security and workmen’s
compensation insurance.
These types of benefits are
not paid to agency people by
the shops. Their social
security and insurance are
provided by the agency.
Brown also argued that
agency people are already
trained cashiers. Training
student cashiers would neces-

Campus Chapel Sat., Sept. 30
2:30 P.M. All are invited
Sponsored by Hillel - Jewish Student Center

STUDENT CAR CENTER
LATE FOR CLASS?
WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU.

(104. k Da? In 1 her N10111111. Hale)
-WE SPECIALIZE IN HELPING STUDENTS Dependability
- For More Than 30 Yrs.
Licensed Mechanic On Duty 8-6
PM
We’ll MaintenanceYourCar While
You Attend Class.

SILVA

Come By And See Us
Soon To Talk Over
Your Car Problems.
We’re Here To Help
78 SO. 4TH,
SAN JOSE
SINCE 1936
295 9968 Next
thel-
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NO OTHER STORE OFFERS SUCH DISCOUNTS
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COMPLETE WATER BED
Raised finished Frame, 10
year guaranteed mattress,
fitted safety liner, thermostate control heater. Delivered
and installed. Reg $174.00
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YIN YANG WATER BED CO.
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SH’MINI ATZERET
YIZKOR MEMORIAL SERVICE
In Memory of
THE 11 ISRAELIS KILLED IN MUNICH
AND ALL DEPARTED

1/3

CANDIES, ICE CREAM I
SODA FOUNTAIN

6th & Santo Clara

He said the figure is almost
one-third the total amount the
shops paid all its employees.
The remainder went to professionals, secretaries, clerks,
bookeepers and supervisors

The bookstore! retains Sio to
75 of these student employees
Ion the balance of the semester.
Brown said those who stay
are chosen on the basis of

All Calibers Available

STAFF. HAVE A GOOD SEMESTER!

10-9 DAILY
297-1738

The shops hire approximately 150 st intents each
semester on a temporary basis
for the semester rush period.
Brown said, adding that
are told in advance ’hell jobs
are only temporary.

114111SItILLIA
to 1/2 OFF’

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND

OPEN

ti1.11111111y. availability to work
and the budget for the
department for which they
work.
The shops paid student employees almost $90.000 in
salaries Iasi year. according to
Brown.

sitate more time and money. lie
added.
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Eat with Christ’
taw

Apartment church

Course change
deadline Oct. 6
S110181111. 0.11111,1,e 0111’ VS.04

it John Fan Gandy
an odd looking churci,
no steeple with the cross on
top, or any other physical
characteristics of an established church.
As I walked up the ramp at
124 S. 11th St. to what
appeared to he an apartment
house, a member of the Church
in San Jose extended his hand
ano said. "Welcome, brother,
to the weekly Friday evening
services - go in and eat and
enjoy Christ."
Inside there was a well-appointed lobby, with religious
tracts in a case, and stairs
leading to upper quarters
where the leader of the church
and his staff live.
A short flight 61 steps leads
to the meeting room over a
carport. The room was set up
for the evening meal with
tables occupied by 125
members of the Church in San
luSe enjoying a repast of
waiian fowl prepared by
women members of the
iburch.
Serving tables, laden with
all kinds if total, were on one
side of the room with members
going through the line to fill
their plates.
(;reefing members and
visit( rs as they approached
the serving tables was Dave
Mattson, the leader of the
Church in San Jose. In troche.’ no honsell. Mattson. a
oW11.! 01011 W1111101141 be

taken for a businessman on his
way up in corporation. said.
"Welcome to the meeting and
enjoy your meal with Christ."
During the meal. Mattson, in
response to a question if he
was a minister. replied.
"Everybody is a minister. We.
myself, the staff and members
of the Church in San Jose are
here for Christ and the
church."
Mattson,
self acknowledged leader of the
Church in San lose. said. "We
feel the church has grown
rapidly in one year in San lose.
We want a number of people to
get the Lord in the church and
out of established religion."
The philosophy of the
church came forth when
Mattson said. "People enjoy
something deeper. If we open
ourselves the Lord comes in.
like a coffee can when it is
opened, the air comes in.
"Everyone of us needs to
have Christ as our father,
because if you don’t have this
relationship with Christ, you
are empty."
Mattson also said the young
generation is seeking Jesus or
God. "We are open to
everyone," Mattson stated. "be
they, Black. Brown, Red or
While."
When asked where the funds
come from for operating
expenses. administrative
costs and the church building

Campus Review
The latest craze at the University of Arizona, Tucson is
creating sell-purtraits on Xerox machines.
Reportedly. it is not harmful unless you keep you eyes open.
This linty goes to show where the Arizona student heads are ...on
the X10118 machines.
4
On a serious 1101P. the Associated Students at U of A have filed
class action lawsuit against the University president and
zona Board of Regents over this semester’s 630.50 fee inoredse.
They contend it violates the state constitution in that the increased charge "causes the instruction at the University of
Arizona tube excessive and unreasonable in cost to the students
and the resultant fee for registration is unneccessary ..."
The Superior Court judge in jurisdiction did not issue a temporary restraining order to halt registration fees from being
collected. Five students, however, have had the increase waived
bv the court in the meantime.
At present, a pre-trial investigation has been agreed upon.
Apparently, women’s lib has not reached Fullerton College. As
ot this all, the dean of women at that California school is none
other than two men. Dr. Ivan C. Malm and Allen Olsen.
It is. it course, doubtful whether even two men can handle all
iii the problems co-eds have,
t teen I nt versify of Hawaii foreign students were asked to
1..ive the country by the U. S. Immigration Office earlier this
month.
They were charged with employment violations. Foreign
st uden I sari’ allowed to work as much as 20 hours a week during
school. but the work must be authorized by the Office of Immigrations.
’the t J of H International Student Office director said some of
the 15 students in question had applied for authorization and
were denied it before taking their jobs, while most had not applied ,it all.
According to the director, foreign students are required to have
sufficient funds for their stay in Hawaii when they arrive.
Therefore, obtaining authorization for extra work is difficult
tinder normal circumstances.
So you thought colleges were exempt from taxation. A city
called Evanston, III, recently proposed an ordinance taxing
students $30 each annually.
The ordinance. which aims to replace the costs of civic services
to the schools and make up for local property exemptions as non Kohl institutions. would ailed Northwestern University and
three other Illinois private institutions.
It would not be the first time colleges have alleviated local
MI IPS, [00 11 is more common in the case of private institutions
than in state institutions, For example, Harvard University paid
5110.000 In Cambridge, Mass. last year for its academic
facilities.
In the Bay Area, Stanford University pays property tax on its
nonacarlemo holding holdings.

itself. Mattson smiled, and
said. "From Jesus. He provides
all, if you believe in Him."
Then, as if on cue, a group at
one of the tables shouted, "OH
LORD! AMEN! HALLELUIAH!"
And the audience of 125 responded with the same words
which bounced off the low
ceiling with a bone-jarring and
whiplash effect.
A man in his late 30’s rose
and gave a personal testimonial. He praised the Lord
and Jesus Christ for coming
into his life. "I’m happier than
I’ve ever been in my life," he
related.
Then the singing started
with a piano and three
guitarists providing musical
background. Members and
guests raised their voices in
various songs, praising God,
the Lord and Jesus Christ.
While the majority of the
members and guests were
clean-cut young men and
women in their teens or 20’s,
there was also a sprinkling of
people in the 40’s. 50’s and
60’s age bracket, plus a few
youngsters below the teenage
level. The older adults and the
children were neatly dressed
and joined in the singing with
verve and brightness.
The singing and fellowship
hour came to a close at about tt
p.m.
Members and guests shook
hands and left with the
promise, "I’ll see you next
week, or if not before then at
tie of the services on
,saturday or Sunday."
Outside members dispersed
saying "Farewell" and reminding each other to "Praise
the Lord."
44444
At the Rally for Jesus, held
earlier this week sponsored by
the Upper Room. a San Jose
State University coed said,
"I’m a ’straight person.’ Christ
needs me and I need Christ just
as much as the drunk in the
gutter needs Him."
The attractive 21 -year-old
junior, Biddi Deaver. a music
major said, "A lot of people see
a drunk or derelict, and say
there is a person who should
he saved by Christ."
After taking her turn at
singing with three other
members ol the Upper Room at
the rally held yesterday at
noon on Seventh Street. Miss
Deaver said she came from a
’straight family’ in which there
was lots of love but no
religion.
For Miss Deaver, Christ
"was a new experience. I was
meeting kids who were hung
up on drugs, drinking and
sex."
Lifting her hands in an
expressive gesture and her
face became more animated. "Jesus gave me. the ’straight
type’, and the drug user, the
drinker and the ones who
thought sex was the answer, a
common interest.
"Jesus also gave them - - the
drug user, the drinker and the
sex types -a reason for abandoning their former habits and
starting to lead a new life
without drug, drink or excessive sex."
Asked if she had ever been
called a "Jesus freak," Miss
Deaver answered, "A freak is
someone
abnormal. I’m
experiencing all three parts of
man’s nature - - spiritual,
emotional and physical - - sat
fulfill all three of this, I’m
normal. Others who only
fulfill one or two of man’s
nature, are the freaks."

to add or drop classes with the
consent of the instructor and
adviser’s approval.
All additions or drops must
be filed with the Registrar’s
Office by 5 p.m. Oct. B.
After Oct. 6 the only way a
student may drop a class is if
he has a "C" grade or better. He
mils! :11,0, I-Fattiest the nrces..

Peace group
meeting set

Members of the

Jesus movement praise

the Lord on 7th Street

An ut stanizat tonal meeting
to create an on -campus
auxilary to the San lose Peace
Center was held Tuesday
night in the C.U. Pacheco
Room.
The organization was tentatively named the Community Work Auxilary to the
San lose Peace Center. Plans
were laid to apply for on -campus recognition.
A second meeting will he
held in t he C.U. Pacheco Room.
at 7:30 p.m.. Tuesday. Oct. 3.
to elect officers and plan a
constitution.

E

Bunzel okays guidelines
in determining increases
By Al Francis
Pres, John H. [Rini& has
approved the criteria and
procedures to be used in
determining which faculty
members will receive merit
salary increases.
There is $170.000 allocated
to San lose State University to
implement a new faculty
salary structure which will
eliminate the classification of
instructors with or without
doctorate degrees.
Department chairmen have
until Tuesday to get their
recommendal ions to t he
school deans.
The list of qualifications
were drawn up by the
Academic Council’s professional standards committee
earlier in the week.
The purpose of the merit
salary increase is to grant
recognition, in the form of a

salary step increase, to those
"persons whose meritorious
service to the university could
not be recognized in the past
because of limitations upon
promotions, or within the old
salary structure,- the
guidelines stated.
Another criteria is the
"Meritorious service shall be
understood to mean excellence
in the performance of faculty
responsibilities,
retentions
and tenure criteria. The
meritorious service criteria
are; effectiveness in academic
assignment, scholarly
achievement and professional
contributions and activity."
A third criteria is that "Quality is to be the central
factor in evaluation .., with
time served at the top step of a
given class and rank of secondary weight."
Faculty members who are

not eligible, cited in the
guidelines, are those now on
step five on their respective
ranks for the first time. A step increase retroactive to Sept. 1.
1972 will be in fact a two-step
increase over 1971-72.
In the new salary structure,
a professor in step five has a
normal waiting period of three
years. so no professor with
fewer than three years at step
five should be considered fora
retroactive step -increase this
year, unless exceptional
qualifications
can be
demonstrated.
The procedures for the merit
salary raises has the president
making
the
final
determination. Each school
Dean, after consultation with
the appropriate faculty committees and department
chairman, will select those
people who merit salary -increases in his school.

petition
1,1 los and
from the Dean of his school. A
student will not be allowed to
"late drop" a class in which he
is failing.
All unclassified graduate
students who wish to drop a
class during the next week
may check with the Dean of
Graduate Studies and
Research. The petit ion must be
approved by the School Dean
in order 10 have a study list
changc
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THE SHERWOOD 7100-A SYSTEM

410’ E
Preparation for Fall of 1972

LSAT
MP

STANLEY H KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
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179.90 pr.
67.55

Total separate Component

price

44740
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STUDENT DISCOUNT
EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC

\\Fli
655. f IRSI St Downtown San lose
1054 LINO:RN AV( Vfillow Glen
56 HUEY FAIR Shepient Center
4/9 UNIVERSITY AVE Palo Alto
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CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST
CAMERA SHOP

Looking for a way to get involved?

49

This guy needs your help!
He is behind in school and could stay behind for the
rest of his life.
Your companionship for two hours a week can make
the difference.
Become an involved Share volunteer. Stop by the
Operation Share office on your campus.

YOU SAVE 98.40

You’re quite a person ... Share it!

QUEMENT ELECTRONICS
1000 SO BASCOM AVE SAN JOSE
PHONE 294 0464 Open Mon Sat 96

Ye)

Operation Share

1938

Call now In the Bay Area
(408) 275-8374

-

QUEMENT’S SYSTEM PRICE
199.95
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Featuring Sherwood’s 7100-A Receiver this has to be the finest $200 unit on
the market. 70 watts (I.H.F.) 22 watts per channel (R .M S.). FM -AM tuning
meter. tape dubbing jack. tape monitor, remote speaker control, front mounted headphone jack plus an almost distortion-free amplifier and ultra-sensitive tuner. System also includes a pair of SDL model 103-H-10 inch. 2 -way.
speaker systems. plus Garrard’s 40-13 changer complete with base and
Shure’s model M44-E magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus.

Here’s the deal:
Sherwood 7100-A
SDL Speakers
Model 103H
Garrard 40-B base and
Shure M3 -D Cartridge
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SJSU starting lineups
Offense
TE 85 Chris N1.yneur 1190)
70 Bob Minklein (230)
67 Ed Smith 1225)
TC
C 51 Wayne Jennings (225)
OC 77 Bob Bradarich 12351
OT 75 Jim Ruiz ;2551
WE 21 Art Warner 1185)
QB 12 Craig Kimball (185)
TB
33 Dale Knott 1205)
Eli 35 Larry Lloyd (210)
WB 30 Dan Praeger 1190)
Defense
LE 54 Emanuel Armstrong 12231
LT 72 Cody limes (245)
KT 89 Charles Delurneft (255)
RE 78 Walt Edwards (230)
LLB 55 Bill Brown (2021
58 Cori Eki.rn 11901
MI.13
49 t ;ory Williams 111151
LOB 48 Al Dams (175)
SS 44 Willie Lewis 11851
KHB
20 Mike Hopkins I OHO
FS 18 Phil Duncan 111151
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Dan Leyte
San lose Slate University agony proved to be tor nought.
Spartan fans gasped when Dale Knott fumbled the ball in the
third quarter. However. quarterback Craig Kimball recovered
the fumble and started a drive for the tying touchdown.

Spartan agony
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Spartan ecstasy

Dan COyro
San lose State University aspirations for an upset were
realized in a moment of erstaay.
Tailback Dale Knott sprints from the one-yard line to score the
deciding score as the Spartan’s heat the Bears 17.10. Knott, who
gained 124 yards total was named the game’s most outstanding
offensive player.

Spartans to battle
in Hornets nest....
By Nick Labash
The nightmare of playing
without one of your top
athletes, even for one game, is
one of several reasons why
coaches spend their evenings
pacing aimlessly around their
bungalow.
Julie Menendez, who takes
his soccer squad to
Sacramento tonight for a joust
with the Hornets, is pleased to
announce that Rusty Menzel
will be available for duty.
Menzel suffered a bruised
ankle in the squabble against
Hayward State last Tuesday
and was feared doubtful for
tonight’s action.
"We will be 100 per cent
healthy for tonight’s game,"
Menendez stated confidently.
This will be the first -ever

I

meeting between SISU and
Sacramento State. Menendez
scouted the Hornets last week
against USF and gained some
insight which should aid his
hooters.
"They lost to USE 4-1,"
Menendez stated. "However.
they (Sacramento State) did a
great job in the second half.
They controlled the ball very
well and we will have to contain their center forward."
The fact that the Spartans
are undefeated doesn’t assure
them of running rampant over
the Hornets.
"All schools would like to
knock us off," Menendez
noted. "We have got to play
one game at a time and not get
caught looking ahead to next
weeks game with British

Columbia."
Menendez is well aware of
the fact that his team has won
their three previous games in
high fashion.
"We have scored slot of
goals," Menendez remarked.
"It is not going to be easy like
this all the time."
The Spartans are currently
ranked 16th in the nation and
third on the West Coast.
"These early polls don’t
mean much," Menendez
stated. "They will not become
menaingful until about three
weeks."
Only change for tonight’s
struggle will find Tony Rosa
opening the game at a forward
spot. Of course the ’Super Sub’
Gary Alb will be available if
needed.

Spartans seek revenge

Bulldogs in town
By lay Goldberg
For the past two seasons
San Jose State University has
been favored to heat Fresno
State. SJSU lost both times.
The Spartans will have a
chance for revenge Saturday
night at 7:30, when they host
the Bulldogs at Spartan
Stadium in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association opener
for both schools.
Fresno State has the better
record of the two teams, with a
3-0 win -loss record against
such teams as Sacramento
State (24-7). Western
Michigan (41-14) and New
Mexico State, (49-17). SISU is
2-1.
"The schools we have been
playing are smaller schools
than the major universities
SISU has been playing and
’winning’," said FSL1 head
coach Darrell Rogers.
"This should give SISU a
slight edge, due to its higher
calibre of competition."
Rogers is referring to the
Spartans rough schedule,
ranked eighth in the nation,
head mentor, Dewey
King said, "Fresno State
presents a very formidable opponent. the Bulldogs have
been averaging 38 points per
game on offense and allowing
only 11."
Fresno State’s scoring
machine will have a
formidable opponent in
SjSU’s revamped defense.
The front wall of Emanuel
Armstrong. Cody (ones.
Charles Dejurnett and Walt
Edwards played a big part in
holding Cal to 39 yards total
offense in the second half of
last weekend’s upset over the
Bears, 17-10. They also
harassed the three Cal
quarterbacks into numerous
errors, mental and physical.
The linebackers and defensive backs also did their share
of the damage to Cal last week

Women’s and men’s flag
football initiates the arena of
intramural action this
semester with opening ;tames
slated for Tuesday. Oct. 10.
Sign-up deadlines have been
extended until Oct. 3 in the
Student Activities office.
All games will be played on
south campus fields on Monday -Wednesday or Tuesday Thursday between 3:30 and
8:30 p.m.
A team manager’s meeting is
set for Oct. 5 at 3:30 in the C.I. I.

live action ot all 51511 games
during the 1972 season.
Other games to be broadcast
by KW, include Oct. 7, San
Diego State, 7:15 p.m.; Oct. 21,
University of Pacific, 1:45
p.m.: Oct. 28, Long Beach
State, 7:15 p.m. and Nov. 4.
New Mexico, 12:15 p.m.

Tickets on sale today
Tickets for the Fresno StateSan Jose State University
football game will be on sale at
the Cashier’s Office (Administration Building) today
until 5 p.m. and Saturday from
9 a.m. to 12 noon.
Of the 8.000 student tickets
available for the game. less
than 1,000 have been sold as of

All remaining
Thursday.
ducats will be put on sale at
the stadium box office
tomorrow after 1 p.m.
Faculty priviledge cards are
still available for the 1972-73
season at the Cashier’s Office.
Football tickets can be obtained by each holder upon issuance, which includes
immediate family members.
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Oil! Acrylic! Charcoal!
Pastel! Gouache! Ink!
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TED’S SPORTSWEAR FACTORY OUTLET
343 1st STREET (NEXT TO THE "FOX"THEATER) - SAN JOSE PH. 287-3514

KSJS airs SJSU football
KS)S-FM 19(1.7) will broadcast the San Jose State
University football game
tomorrow at 7:15 p.m., from
Spartan Stadium. john
Hughes, sports director, will
call the play-by-play with Jim
Detro providing color
commentary.
The station is covering the

ADULT
MARITAL AIDS

2:00 P.M.

or

Intramurals
Costanoan Room.
Recreational folk dancing,
under the guidance of Mike
Lidsler and Howard Young, is
slated for Thursday nights
beginning Oct. 5 from 7-10
p.m. in PER 101. Sign-ups are
still being accepted in the SA
office.
A ski conditioning clinic
with Mrs. Eridel Volz. from
San lose City College, is in the
making. There must be a turnout of 35 people for the clinic to
begin. A $6 fee for the 8-week

attack.
SJSU’s pigskin totems will
follow the blocking of a fast
improving offensive line of
Bob Bradarich, Bob Minklein,
Wayne Jennings. Ed Smith and
Jim Ruiz.
The real effect of SISLIs
ground game would be apparent if the turf at Spartan
stadium is soggy.
"If it rains, the advantage
should go to the Spartans
because we really aren
prepared for wet conditions.
said Rogers.
Two seasons ago t’Sll Was
heavily favored to lose Iii
SIISLI at the end of the season.
The final score was, 27-19.
SISU opened the ’71 season
with a mistake-filled. 14-7
loss.
In 39 contests between the
two schools, the local gridders
have 19 and there has been two
ties.
Fresno coach Rogers said.
"The game SISU has to worry
about this season is the one
against San Diego State the
following weekend. That
should determine who will be
the conference champion."
King has another point of
view, "This game with Fresno
is the game I personally want
to win the most of any this
season. The Cal game is history and Fresno is all I am
thinking about."

and will hayed definite impact
on what Fresno State will do
via the air waves.
"Offensively, they throw the
ball very well and they also
have a fine running game,"
said King.
"This is the best FS11 team
we will have played in my four
years at San lose."
The Bulldogs will enploy a
basic T-formation offense,
unusual in this day of
wishbones and inverted V’s.
"After reviewing their films,
it is evident they have a very
fine defensive unit, with real
quickness and hitting power,"
King said.
The Bulldogs "hitting"
power will have to find a way
to stop SISU’s one-man gang,
Dale Knott. Knott set up the
tying touchdown and scored
the winning ’I’D against Gal in
his first start since the 1970
season.
Knott, a junior, missed last
season with a knee injury.
FSU will also have to
contend with quarterback
Craig Kimball and his bevy of
swift receivers.
Kimball, No. 2 in total
offense in the PCAA, will
throw to the likes of junior Art
Warner. two touchdown catches, with a 28.2 yard per
catch average, Ike McBee, who
has a 24.3 yard per catch
average and the hard to stop
flankerback, Jimmie Lassiter,
who has one TD reception this
season.
Not swift of foot, but
usually in the open, tight end
Chris Moyneur provides
another target for Kimball.
Moyneur is tied for the
leadership in pass receptions
in the PCAA, with 13.
SISU will also have an effective running game, finally
jelling in the second half of the
Cal game. Knott, Eugene
Teague. Lassiter and Larry
Lloyd will provide the ground

WE
NEED
THE SPACE

DRESS SALE

OVERPRODUCED
STOCK
ONLY

SPECIAL

OTHER STORES

TED’S REG. PRICE

DRESSES

$25-$30

$12.50

$7.50

2 PIECE SUITS

$29-$32

$15.50

$8.50

MIDI’S AND MAXI’S

$29-$40

$15.50

$10.50
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Si Civic Auditorium Sept. 30

Rapid transit discussion
By Mark Busamaan
If you’re tired ut traffic jams
and dirty air. you have a
possible
chance to view
solutions tic the ugh problem
and voice your opinion lill
Santa Clara Count% s !Mere
s, stem
transit
rapid
tomorrow

It

Still

lose (.1, 0

Auditorium
The meeting. moderated IR
County Transport it 1011 (
missioner Peter Lewis. Will
begin at 9 o.111. antI 1:1111t Mlle
until 12 noon. Citizens Will be
shown various plans tor the
proposed rapid transit system
on slides and pictures.
The audience will then be
divided ,nto groups to discuss
what they Saw. Some time
before 12 p.m. representatives
from each group will report to
the assembly on what was discussed.
Officials said this procedure
will give everyone it chance to
voice his ipinion.
The main issue of the
meeting will revolve around
the expansion of the county’s
minimal bus system or going
ahead and building a fixed
guideway system. !similar to
BART).

it
Some
form
local
transportation system has
been given top priority
because of an exhaustive
study conducted by BAT (Bay
Area Transit) which indicated
95 per cent of travel is within
the county.
Nearly $91 million will be
spent on the five-year plan to
update Santa Clara County’s
transportation system. They
money lor the proposed project became available with the
passage of Measure B in the
lune 6 primary, which
released monies that would
have gone toward highways.
Previously the County
Transportation Commission
recommended installation of
the fixed guideway system by
1977 and eventual connection
with Bay Area Rapid Transit.
At the same meeting the commission
recommended the
purchase of the San lose and
Palo Alto bus lines.
On Wednesday the County
Supervisors adopted the commissions
recommendations
and decided to buy 200 buses
(65 from the San lose and Palo
Alto bus lines). They also
initiated plans for a fixed
guideway system.

Or. Joe Armstrong. San lose
State University associate
professor of engineering
believes that Personalized
Rapid Transit ’Nal is the
answer to the county’s
transportation problem and
buses should lie onl% used as a
stop-gap 111Pdbill
"I believe a
commitment lov% lull hoses is
an intermedtate solution and ri
hard plan lor Plit is the
answer." said jr. Armstrong.
The PR’!’ is a small 1.ehii.le
about waist high which holds
up to six passengers. It runs on
a cushion of air at speeds 30-40
m.p.h.
Guidelines tor the PHI’ will
be five to eight feel wide and
run either at ground level or
above it.
The cost for a ride on PR’!’ is
very hard to estimate, said Dr
Armstrong, but it woul,:
probably run from 50 to km
cents per ride with minima,
public financing from
Should more tax Iip.
(.is
become availably
Atlanta where projecte,:
prices tor i heir rapid transit
system are IS to 25 cents with
an eventual goal til tree public
t ransport at ion)
I he prices

would be reduced.
Dr. Armstrong said an important advantage of PR’)’ is
that it doesn’t stop at every
station as does BART. This is
because only six passengers
are aboard compared to the
large number on BART.
Dr. Armstrong teaches a
class in engineering.1G.E. 196)
which explores the possibilities of PR’!’ in San lose.
To determine the placing of
the
transit lines. Dr.
Armstrong’s class considers
what he calls "social cost."
Social cost is the monetary
cost and economic effects of
the PRT compared to the environmental effects.
"We combine the technical
and the non -technical to
determine the social cost."
said Armstrong.

Funds for a planned new
library building have been
held up indefinitely, according
to Hunt, who blamed the complex formulas used by the
state to figure how much
money should be allocated for
library purposes for the delay.
The proposed new building
would probably be built near
the Administration Building,
where the Home Economics
Building now stands.
Since the late sixties, the estimated cost of the new library
has grown from 511.5 million
to $20 million according to the
state formula.

Besides
the
funding
problem, Hunt said that a
better public relations job was
needed for the library.
"We need to sell ourselves."
he said. adding, "When I was a
student. I hated librarians until I found out how useful they
could be!"
A past problem, accordins
to Hunt. was that sonic
librarians didn’t realize that
the library exists as a service
agency.
He said. "When a viiiil..rit
comes to the front desk and it s
his first impression. vk ve Ocr
to have somebody. the!, It
they ignore him. or shill him
off, it’s untorgiveable!
"Librarians must get used to
the campus common’ Is.
added. They’ve sot to roll
with the tenor ot the times.
When you live in a college

Rapid transit cubes wait for passengers at Transpo 72

’New Centurians’
lacks vital spark
By Steve Marinucci
One must suppose if a
veteran Los Angeles police

The library is a ’hole,’
says new director Hunt
By Frank Hotta
"It’s a hole, and I don’t blame
students tor not coming!" The
subject was the San lose State
University library, and the
speaker was Donald R. Hunt.
who took over as director of
libraries on April 1.
Hunt replaced Dr. John
Canario, acting director, who
returned to his teaching duties
as a SISU English professor.
In discussing the problems
of the library, Hunt singled out
funding and the past bad
image of the facility as
troubles plaguing lihrat, ,ilficiency.
"Our hands are lied on how
it 111
much money we
operate with. Then we hase to
decide on how to allocate what
funds we have." he said.
The library has a yearly
budget of approximately
$1.500,000. and has 100 fulltime staff members. plus 150
to 160 student workers.
That budget doesn’t allow
for enough staff, according to
Hunt, who said that too many
workers are forced to do
clerical work, instead at assisting students.
Even additional personnel
probably wouldn’t help. due to
space
limitations,
Hunt
explained, adding. "II you’ve
used the building, you know
that it’s just impossible.
"We have an overall need for
office space. Many library oh fives are used by outside
departments. I’d like it. kick
our boarders nut and utilize iii’
five space tor library
purposes."
However, the problem
doesn’t pertain to olfice space
alone. "We lust aren’t seating
the number oh students we
should." Hunt said.
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cietet.tiVe Writes d nu% el about

cops, the novel must be a fairly
accurate portrait of cops.
Well, that may be about the
only good quality of Joseph
Wambaugh’s "The New Centurians," because the book is
one to snooze by.
It’s unfortunate, too. for
"Centurians" had a chance to
be excellent. It’s the story of
three cops, a Chicano and two
whites, with various outlooks
toward themselves and their
tob, and development as

rookies to seteran cops.
Along the way to becoming
veterans, the book reveals
their attitudes trtward
minorities, and certain aspects
of their job (such as arrests of
prostitutes and homosexuals
by the vice squad’.
But "Centurians" lacks the
spark of interest nestled to
keep the reader concentrating
on the book. The plot line just
doesn’t keep up with the
interest a book on a cop’s job
would create

A DIRECT AIM

ATTHECOLLEGEAUDIENC
While his novels are read by people of all
ages, Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.’s popularity as an
international author is greatest among
college men & women. "Vonnegut Cults"
exist on many University campuses. Because
of this, special promotions have been geared
to University areas in test engagements
and have proven successful.
WINNER 1972 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL
SPECIAL)
JURY PRIZE AWARD
Seduced briceS
College Students
with student card
Also Kurt VOnnechil s
Haber 11/rloliw

SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE
A Universal Picture in TECHNICOLOR’ IN eam)

CAMPBELL Twin CINEMA

1400 OLK. W. CAMPBELL 374-4400
CAMPBELL TWIN CINEMA

area, you’ve got 111 COMO.
yourself to those kinds
things and work with it..
kidsnot
be their ii,
teapots’s."
Summing up his
about the SISU library, Hui.
said, "I think we’re ready to v
if only we could get a physic a
plant "

2
JULES FEIFFER

Carnal Knowledge
shown at t’

I-. Ilion (oitild
"LITTLE MURDERS.
once at 8 40

NICIIELOBIOJI

OreCOLle 5 CECINA STS.
sANTA ’ CRUZ 426-7500

A real story
millions of people
refuse to believe
Donald R. Hunt
"the stale creates

the
formula used to figure the cost
of the library, then discovers
that the cost is too much. They
should either build the library.
or change the formula." Hunt
said.

Health symposium
comes to Stanford
Stanford University’s tall
health symposium. "The
Dimensions of Healing." will
admit students for a special
price of $7, providing they
show their student body cards
at the door.
The symposium runs from
Sept. 30 through Oct. 3.

Biofeedback. self control
and accupuncture are among
the topics to be discussed at
the symposium.
Other ticket information can
he obtained by contacting the
academy at 314A 2nd St Irs
Altos. (415) 941-0444

rio Molt Slut MANI PSISINiS
inn is cOsirier
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seen a movie
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Emerson still excellent

’Trilogy’ has faults
By Frank Bruno
It’s refreshing that there are
lew groups around which
can get away from the
traditional heavy rock beat
and screaming guitar leads.

beginning anti fur good

[yawl!,

Emerson is a virtuosi) artist
who lends a touch of classical
to the band’s arrangements.
His dabbling with the electronic monster moog produces
When you have a keyboard drones, thundering bass and
maniac like Keith Emerson at- lightening high notes which
tacking an organ or piano and drummer Carl Palmer can
a moog synthesizer to boot, it hardly keep up with.
doesn’t sound like the Rolling
On "Trilogy," the newest
Stones.
offering from the English trio,
Emerson. Lake and Palmer the listener is bombarded with
have been highly touted by a variety of rhythms which
music enthusiasts since their prove distracting at times.

as

I ties,

11,1 I ot I i’ills

somewhat destroy the continuity of the album by failing
to lull the audience into a
particular emotional high.
The group at its beet is
devastating, however. The
best cut on the album,
curiously enough, is one that is
not typical of the group’s
music.
"From the Beginning" is a
acoustical guitar
quiet
arrangement dominated
vocally by Gred Lake who
handles all the singing.

entertai Ii mont

In
111

Fox Theater to emphasize
classic,rock and cult films
Allen Strange computing electronic music on the Buchla

Electronic music
appears Strange
By John Vernon
What would you call an electrical contraption with 101
dials and buttons, oscillators,
and ring modulators which
stand on four legs making
sounds reminiscent of inner
sanctum?
Allen Strange, assistant
professor of music, mills it a
Buchla modular electronic
music system and teaches a
class on how to operate it.
The Buchla is being used
throughout the Music
Department as an instructional aid for music literature
classes and as a performing
instrument in the jazz ensemble.
The music system is also
used for demonstrations in
acoustics and computer
programming by other campus
departments.
Purchased from a local rock
group by the San lose State
Music
University
Department, the Buchla
(named after its create’’, Don
Buchlaj is now "a live
performing medium," said
Strange.
"In the ’50s, electronic music
systems were used only to
synthesize sounds already
by
other
produced
instruments and could only be
performed in the studio," he
added.
Walter Carlos was one of the
main pioneers in studio
recording of the earlier
synthesizers. He used the
synthesizer and a 16-track
recording studio to create electronic orchestral arrangements on his album "Switched
On Bach."
"Why synthesize or
duplicate the sound of a violin,
when you can plays violin and
get the same effect without
searching through electronic
circuits for that sound."
Strange explained.
"The Buchla can synthesize
all known existing sounds
without much difficulty in
the necessary
computing
circuitry. But what the electronic music system does best
is to create and extend its own

new sounds," Strange stated.
According to Strange. we
are now in the third generation
of electronic music. The first
generation dated back to the
1700s, when musicians were
toying with the idea of an electromagnetic piano.
The first electronic systems
were designed by electrical
engineers such as Bob Moog.
who didn’t approach the
machine as a musical
instrument but rather as a
mechanical masterpiece.

"Now electronic music
systems are being designed for
the musician who understands
the basic concepts of psycho acoustics and elementary
physics." Strange said.
Psycho-acoustics deals with
how the mind perceives
sounds.
"With this knowledge,"
Strange continued. the composer is able to visualize the
sound that he wants in his
head and then create it on the
music system.

By Mark Hallman
"I like to think we have
changed from a derelict
theater to a college theater,"
said Ron Cutler, publicity
director for the Fox Theater,
345 S. First St. in dov,ntown
San lose.
Cutler and Allan Shustak,
manager of the movie-house,
began their enterprise last
August. They conducted a
survey to find what movies
audiences wanted. Results indicated calasics, rock movies
and cult films.
"Rock movies. especially
"Bangladesh," have cleaned
up," said Cutler. "Classics,
such as Laurel and Hardy
films, have been less
successful. In the future we
will gear more toward rock
films and contemporary
movies."
Waiting in the wings to be
shown are "Fritz, the Cat."
"Fillmore." Roman Polanski’s
"Macbeth." some Marx Bros..

Fellini and Bergman pictures.
Admission to all movies is
99 cents. The audience can
choose whether to sit on the
floor level, which curves
upward toward the rear. or the
balcOny, divided into two sections: one sweeping down to
extend over the floor level, the
other reaching back to provide
privacy. Both provide a good
overview.
Besides running flicks, the
Fox is bringing live concerts to
the area. The easy slidin’
music of Box Scaggs and some
country earth tunes by joy of
Cooking will be presented
tonight. Soon to come are Dan
Hicks and his Hot Licks.
All concert tickets are $3.50
and will never rise above that
price, according to Cutler.
Taking into account the
growing interest in mysticism
and the occult, the
management at Fox has begun
plans for a Halloween
program that will include

By Stephanie Curtis
If you see a man wearing a
chestful of medal wandering
across campus, it isn’t an
Army general but Dr. Robert
Coleman. professor of art and
master gold and silversmith.
He started making
decorative medals for retiring
officers when he was on the
newspaper staff in the Air
Force and has continued this
unusual art form.
"I sometimes make medals
for special family occasions
and either mount them or hang
them on ribbons," remarked
Dr. Coleman who also wears
two-inch wide multi-colored
suspenders.
Dr. Coleman has taught at
San lose State University
since 1946 where he currently
teaches five classes in
different
techniques of
jewelry making.
Along with his personal
medal collection. Dr. Coleman
is working on a collection of
450 long oval forms in jewelry.
both collections to be one man
shows hopefully before the
end of this year.
This summer marked Dr.
Coleman’s 10th year as H
participating member of the
"Art in Action" at the
California Exposition in
Sacramento.
"We did silversmithing,

model making, casting and
electroforming but, we weren’t
allowed to sell our work."
Dr. Coleman said he was
forced to wear a hardhat after
being beseiged by falling objects from an overhead bridge.
"One day I counted 65
cigarette butts in our work
area and I don’t even smoke."
Dr. Coleman custom designs
jewelry for sale in his 1.000
foot studio at his home. "I’m
constantly trying to keep
ahead of my students," Dr.
mentioned
Coleman
explaining his constant
techniques
into
new
research
of jewelrymaking.
His newest artistic adventure is a process called electroforming which is being
taught for the first time this
year at Slat.
"A piece of fewelry can start
out as a crumpled piece of
paper with this method," he
remarked.
The model is then put into a
50 gallon tank of copper
sulfate and connected to the

Dr. Coleman at Cal Expo 72

Enjoy our fabulous cheese FL
meat fondues.

Converse with a good

friend over o cool gloss of wine.
Relax & lough with our mellow
entertoiners.

speakers. witches, possibly an
animal psychologist to trace
the thoughts of pets, and some
black magic.
Cutler, darkly bearded and
looking comfortable in his
funky upstairs office,
explained the idea behind the
Fox: "We’re a college community theater. We gear
ourselves exclusively to the
long-hair and freak culture."
"Since we have taken over."
Cutler said,"we have done two
things. First, we cleaned the
theater up and made it into a
place people could come to and
be loose."
"Secondly, we aimed our
show at the college community. We thought we could
dos good job of filtering out all
the rest of the San lose culture
that people put up with then
they go to local night spots."
Community reaction so far
has pleased Cutler, but he
added that "students should
have more of a voice in our
theater."

’THE GARRET’
AT THE PRUNEYARD
IN CAMPBELL
No cover
no minimum

i47 -

OPEN I 1AM (JAIL

,-4=f1P

Hifi ’

DISNEY S GREAT PIONEERING VENTURE IS
THE SEASON S HIT REVIVAL’

Jflefson Alrpiane

Jinn Hendrix

Olio Redding

The Who

Conned Heel

"FAR AHEAD OF ITS TIME BEST AU010-VISUAl
EXPERIENCE IN TOWN’ - woh., wro cue
-BEST FAMILY FILM, -V ."b
"A TOTAL EXPERIENCE IN SIGHT. SOUND
MAKE FANTASIA A MUST’
AND COLOR
Hob $,Onagel Cfaid,

Neino’

MATINEESSATuRnny

&SUNDAY

FESTIVAL
e:

.lon

140

Judy Collins

aetty

51 Merle

Bloomfield

Donovan

Bob Dylan

First street,
downtown
San Jose
293-7007

Paul Butterfield sloe. Bond

and other.

Sat. Nita Only
8:00 8 Midnight

AN INCREDIBLY REVOLUTIONARY FILM ..
THE MIND CAN RUN RIOT!" , N f.i Ye,

.

SEPT. 30
MIDNIGHT

SATURDAY

"PUTNEY

swopEff

The Truth and Soul Movie

STUDENT SPECIAL $3.00
With this ad Expires Oct. 31

THE rit 1JI1I1i CLUB

417 SO. FIRST ST., SAN JOSE

PRESENTS.....
THE FORMER TOPLESS CANDIDATE
FOR PRESIDENT OF STANFORD U.
STUDENT BODY...

MISS

01,00111.ra

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
FOR EVERYONE!

negative terminal of a rec
tifyer (which is something like
a battery charger). Within 48
hours enough copper ions have
built up to form the base.
"The advantages of this
method are time (you can do
six pieces at once) and the
lightness of the finished work"
Dr. Coleman commented
showing one of his finished
works.
Dr. Coleman is now writing
a book on jewelry design and
doing the illustrations which
he also hopes to show.

DIRECT FROM LAS VEGAS

Janie Joplin

cettormii.A

BREAK BREAD
WITH FRIENDS

Gold and silver are SJSU Prof’s bag

cateringtothecollegecommunity
MONTEREY POP

117:T11

Yes. In order to do this
Emerson must relinquish his
hold upon the band and submit
his talents to a more rigid control.
Interestingly enough,
although the group has its own
distinctive sound. it is
achieved without the benefit
of much instrumentation. Had
more been included, the effect
upon the dull segments of
various arrangements would
have been dramatically
evident.
Emerson, Lake and Palmer
are teetering on the edge of
musical superiority but unless
certain modifications are
made, their music will never
achieve its potential impact.

I Ile song is dfl fidbiS I miii lie
booming sound of the rest of
the LP and concerns itself with
the album’s general theme of
man’s place in the cosmos.
Musical versatility is displayed in "The Sheriff." This
song serves as an introduction
to "Hoedown" which is a tune
from the Aaron Copland
musical "Rodeo."
It’s unfortunate that the
groups is so dependent on the
performance of Emerson.
There is no one to fill the gaps
between his brilliant playing.
Presumably Emerson, Lake
and Palmer are aiming their
appeal at the crowd which
worships the Moody Blues and

admission

99c

VICKI DRAKE
* EXOTIC
BOTTOMLESS
DANCER
(THE GIRL WITH CLASS)

Dancers wanted-1
no experience
COCO% miry

(MISS DRAKE APPEARS NIGHTLY)
EXCEPT SUNDAY)

POS
Ri-V-

-1
ICI
ANIA
S
pmo
BEVER AGE
DISCOUNT DAYS - SUNDAY - MONDAY & WEDNESDAY

OPEN
7 DAYS
0 AM
TO
-4 AM
Adults IS and
over welcome

AMATEUR HOUR TUES. AND THURS. NIGHT
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by Lee Nordling

Stairs a common problem

Disabled face difficulty
By Cathie Cline
Disabled students on campus are faced with many
obstacles both personal and
physical.
Some of the campus
facilities have been changed to
accommodate the physically
handicapped. New ramps
have been built in the Home
Economics Bldg., Seventh
Street garage and four new
ramps in Industrial Studies.
The changes came about
only after San lose State
administrators
University
toured the campus in
wheelchairs last semester and
were faced with the same
obstacles that the handicapped students face.
Another problem the handicapped students must face is
the lack of attendants.
"Attendants are badly
needed to help the handicapped student," said
Richard Corsin’, chairmen ot
the Disabled Students Union.
"Attendants perform a
variety of functions depending
on what type of care the
disabled student needs,"
added Corsini. "They may lust
need someone to read to them

take notes, pickup and deliver
them to school or just assist
them with their wheelchairs."
Disabled students pay
attendants an average salary
of $2 per hour or more, depending on how extensive the aid
is.
"Some attendants may have
to live-in with the disabled
students if the nature of their
disability warrants it," said
Corsini.
The Disabled Students
Union is in the process ot
trying to set up a double card
file system where handicapped students and
available attendants will be
able to reach each other.
"We would like to have in
our card files list of people on
campus that hold a conscientious objector status who
would be interested in being
attendants." said Corsini.
"There are over 300 disabled
students on campus and not all
of them belong to the Disabled
Students Union, so the card
file would provide them with
the service of finding an attendant." continued Corsini.
A successful program of

Wheelchair
Olympic try
11 Nlaureen NILCartlit
The wheelLndlr Wunder 18 dl

it again! Bob Dunn, a 1970 San
Jose State University
graduate. is trying to wheel
and deal his way to the 1976
Wheelchair Olympics.
He and Bob Millis. another
SJSU wheelchair athlete, need
close to $1,000 if they are to
make the national wheelchair
competition in lone.
They are taking donations in
the College Union on Mondays
and Wednesdays between
12:30 and 2 p.m. One of their
donators will receive a large
stuffed tiger. contributed by
Spartan Book Store after a
drawing.
Dunn holds a gold medal in
table tennis from the 1988
wheelchair Olympics held in
Weal. He qualified tor the
1972 games, but could not
compete because he did not
have the funds to get there.
Like regular Olympic
athletes,
wheelchair
competitors must come up
with their own funds if they
are to go to the games.
Dunn has organized several
fund raising events in the past
including wheelchair basketball and bowling games.
Dunn holds a degree in

presently unemployed.
When asked why he is back
on campus, Dunn answered.
"I’m so spirited, my natural
place to come back to is the
campus. Bob (Millis) and I are
probably the most avid sports
fans, next to Crazy George,
there are."
Contributions may be sent
to the Associated Student Affairs Business office.
18

bob Dunn

husinpss administration, htll

Boz Scaggs
at Fox
Hoz Scaggs and Joy Of
Cooking will appear in concert
tonight at 8 o’clock and midnight at the Fox Theater. First
and San Carlos streets.
Scaggs. a native Texan, was
a member of the Steve Miller
Band before striking out on his
own. He has recorded four
albums, "Boz Scaggs,"
"Moments," "Boz Scaggs and
Band" and the just -released
"My Time."

Boz Scaggs in concert

..,R4:001,r1601,g,iuti eke

meeti gs
TODAY
CHESS CLUB. ic rin p oi
Room For all interested modems
SHOTO-IIAN KARATE, 3.30 pm Pen.
vine Room. WPE First workout tor
former members Anyone interested may
attend
NEXT WEEK
SPARTAN CHINESE CLUB, Sal. 7 p.m
at the New Wineskin Firer dinner per!?
All members invited. Free.

misc.
TODAY
IONAH’S WAIL COFFEE HOUSE,
pm 300 k, Koh St trite Haeseti folk
orne
guiteriet
; title ate Man
FRIDAY FLIcso,
Sc.

4,1

w) t*’PreaPEA>N. "gc,
WATER BEDS LI

welcomes you to campus with
righteous values!
Complete waterbeds from

Campus frats
’coming back’
By Howard M. Schlaster
The
old
fraternity
stereotype of a "loudmouth"
with a beer mug in his hand
and a panty raid on his mind
may no longer be valid at San
Jose State University.
Fraternities at SJSU are
changing and this is causing
more people to join
fraternities, claims Gary
Pavueko, Inter -Fraternity
Council (IFC) President.
"The attitudes of those in
the Greek system have
changed." maintains Pavusko.
"Fraternities must be in
balance with a school’s social
climate. A lack of change
caused fraternities to falter at
SJSU, but now they’re
regaining stability:.
IFC figures reveal that
fraternity membership has
risen from 300 to more than
350 at SJSU in the past two
years.
Although the increase in
SJSU fraternities has been
slim. Pavusko feels that a new
"image" has put the Greek
system on the threshold of
substantial growth.
Fraternity members once
numbered more than 1,500 at
SJSU. The tremendous loss of
membership is blamed on the
system’s inability to keep in
time with a changing social
structure.
The new "image" includes a
modification in the type of
person who joins a fraternity
and what he expects of other
members.
New members, frequently
called "pledges," generally are
not expected to endure severe
physical and psychological
harassment as in the past.
Fraternity initiation rites,
culminating in an ordeal called
"hellweek," included such
things as swallowing
thumbtacks. and enduring
physical beatings. It was not
unusual for pledges to run
around the block nude and
perform other humiliating
tasks.
"Now," Pavusko asserts,
"most fraternities select new
members on the same basis
that individual people select
new friends, the idea of
brotherhood and mutual compatibility being of highest importance."
Antonopoulos,
Tom
president of Kappa Sigma.
claims anybody can join his
Fraternity by showing enough
interest to learn the history of
the house and take a simple
test.
Antonopoulos agrees that
fraternities are not the same at
SJSU, citing as a result an increase of twice the
membership his house had last
year.
Ron Solis, vice preident of
Theta Chi fraternity, admits
that contrary to the rule, his
house has not changed as
much as others.
Theta Chi pledges still have

thrown at them during
"hellweek" and must do
pushups if they "don’t learn
their lessons." according to
Salts.
"It’s not like it used to be
though," asserts Saha. "It’s all
private now, and the guys
aren’t as embarassed."
Although the difference is
slight, Theta Chi still boasts
about three times as many
pledges this year as two years
ago.
Precise figures concerning
fraternity membership and
pledges are not available since
"rush" (the fraternity pledging
process) is still in progress at
most houses.
Another exception to the
rule is the all Black fraternity,
Omega Psi Phi.
Donney Shepherd, president
of this house, said initiation
"methods," which are secret,
are "more pleasant" now. but
"objectives" haven’t changed
and that becoming a member is
difficult.
He admits a certain amount
of change has occurred but
says his fraternity has no
White members, and they are
not ready to unify with the
White Greek system at WU.
eggs

Special
allocations
meeting
The Special Allocations
Committee will meet Tuesday
at 10 a.m. in the A.S. Council
Chambers to consider new requests along with the nine
items delayed by A.S. Council.
A.S. Treasurer Andy
McDonald, chairman of the
committee, requested that all
interested groups pick up
detailed forms in the A.S. offices or A.S. Business Office.
Those organizations which
were referred to Special
Allocations by A.S. Council do
not have to make another oral
presentation,

COLLEGESTUDENT
$40000 or more
this semester on campus credit
card program. It’s tun, its easy
No selling involved

WRITE OR CALL
FOR DETAILS
Mr. R. Victor
American Foresight
Inc.
College Division
715 Lancaster Ae
Bryn law r, Penn.
215 527-3053

TYPEWRITER

iii erring Dustin Hoff man. In Morris
Dailey auditorium at 7 and 10 p.m. Admission 50 cents. Bring a pillow for your
ninny,
SATURDAY
FOOTBALL SISU takes on Freon, Slate
at 7.30 p m.. Saturday at Spartan
Stadium Remember. alcohol teems, a no.
no.
HILLEL FOUNDATION, 2:30 p.m
Collette Chapel. Ecumenical memorial
services for the 11 Israeli Olympians. es
well m other departed.
IONAWS WAILCOFFEEHOUSE, 5 p.m
Saturday, 300 S. 10th St. "Community
end Education." tape and rap session
NEXT WICK
SUNDAY FORUM, Sunday. 6,45 pm. at
the New Wineskin. 10th and San
Fernando streets. Subtect, Panel on the
proe and cone of Prop. 17. the death
penalty. and Prop. 22. ant i-f arm
workers
SEMINAR ON NON-VIOLINCIC Mon.
Ii,, 1 p re at lonsh’s Weil Coffee House
a -Violence end National

r’

g

RENTALS & REPAIRS
IBM AND ADLER
RENTALS START $10 -BI-MTH
CALL 288-8 1 8 1
BAY AREA
BUSINESS MACHINES

keep on truckin’
to Michael’s .)
RI
I.
iNU.ADES NE%
OWNRSrtlY AND A tui..Ly STOCKED
57t30E DESIGNED 70 MEEI YOUR EVERY
Air AND CRAP’! NEED. BESIDES
THE SALE SPECIALS WE OFFER
DISCOUNT TO STUDE NTS
11,<\
AND
D PROFESSIONALS ON ALL
REGuLAR IlAE12CHANP19E.

thru Oct.15
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35 S 4th Street
I 528 W San Carlos
San Jose. Calif.
95126
Calif.
Jose.
San
287-7030
A
408/294-1455
WA) Pjg) pir> m vv. rat> ra> vv. re

ANNOUN( t ME NTS
LIFE SCHOOL EXISTS. Non-graded.
alternative elementary, ogee 5 to 13.
Small tuition. Need parents. kids, teacher
types. Cali 9118-1548 today’
ALERT’ THIS COUNTRY IS TEMPORARILY OUT OF CONTROL
HOWEVER. IT IS McGOVERNABLE
KW404U-Chinese art of self-defens.,
Classes soon to open on Tues. 0 pm-9
per at 031 N sIft St Style Ter Mg Praying
Mantis & Shalin Law Horn GUM-4530
Sign-up ends Oct.

HEMI-HEAD Chrysler 392 in 1958 New
Yorker Station Wagon. power everything,
28.000 malts since maior gingko $150
or offer Days. 277-2388, Eves. 292-9802

GOOD TENANTS - 1 large tictrm eiPt
turn Clf unturn new snags. avail 51159128 W & 0 pd. Clean, mod 751 S 2nd

71 AU,. AMER. Exci sand radio. heater.
less than 12.000 ml Most sell 51.480.
offer 288-3242 after 5

FOR RENT Large 2 dawn house Girls
Only Call manager after 5 pm 2974305
or drop by 858 S 0th St.

tUIONS has
DEPINDASLI
my unsolicited recornmendition for
integrity and cooperation L Feldmen,
Professor of Mathematics Dependable
Tranenssiont 425 W San Carlos

DIAL MUSICIAN to share ’I bdrm apt
with p001 DM Per rno 293-7984 after 11
am

MO MIDGET "7w Tape deck. lug rack
good condition 91.500 or beet offer 2995325

SH lllll
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915:
Food Supplements ’instant Protein.
VitaLea. Vita E. Calcium etc.)
Home Cleaners (Basic H, L. etc I
Beauty Aids (ProtelnIzed shampoo sic
lone a Mary Rhoades 297-3868

111 CHIVY, 2 - door, auto trans. clean!
Runs, but will need work. 9125 or best
offer. Call 225-1147 Mt. 5.
I? HONDA 30$ Scrambler. Good condition 5225.268-01U Also flight Instruction given for SJSU Flying Club. Cheap’

1528 W. San
PISCEAN
Carlos S J 294-1455 (Just West of
Sears) futures KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames. top quality
watiormattresses from $12 & up. organic
furniture. pillows, quality 10-speeds.
sales & service, accessories, friendly
service. righteous prices BEDS TO
REST. BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN.
204-1455

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organization meets Thurs 7.30 PM.. in
memorial chapel All are welcome!

LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE distributor
you are your own boss. No quotas
no risks! Every distributor has
different goals & different approaches.
The fact that our natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
our Out of Sight Sales Growth
Please make comparisons
We will ask you to do a little research
before we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN & MARY 468 SO 5TH 02-2973866

NEW STUDENT INSURANCE
PROGRAM designed Specifically for US
For information contact your student
representative Jerry Hill et 267-2700 or
248-0219. or bump into him at class,
MOVIE "Reefer Madness" 1938 Marlivana expose will be shown twice Fri. Oct
6 Loma Prieto Room 8 PM 754 & the
Towne Theatre. midnite $1.50. Alio
featured st the Towne is the Dirty Butter
Jug Band

COLLEGE STUDENTS

WHO CARES ABOUT SAN JOSE?
KRA DOES
GO PUBLIC...GO KSJSI

EARN $400 OR MORE THIS SEMESTER
ON CAMPUS CREDIT CARD PROGRAM
Own hours Own boss. No selling Write:
Larry Paull 4505 Oueensbury Rd.
Riverdale, Maryland 20840

FOR SALE
WATER /EDS -Yin Yang Water Sett Co
Since 1970. has water beds and accessories of the finest quality et the lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Ave . Downtown San Jose 2861263. and 24E Campbell Ave across
from West Valley College. Campbell 3781040

REFEREES NEEDED for intr.-mural
touch and powder puff football. Applications avail in College Union Laguna
Seca Room

I

as a companion, Very nice apt Call
Robert Hall at 298-2306 After 5 PM
FEM. ROOMMATE? Mrs Lovely 2 bdrm
apt w 2 others. Dishwasher. pool & rec.
rm. air cond. West SJ $o. 287-9621.

TYPING
185 S 3R0
287-4355

TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE. ALSO
EDITING, IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER CALL 2444444
AFTER 6. MARY BRYNER.
RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contrect.
Free del Free service, Call Eschal 2512598.
TYPING, THESES, OaPere, reports,
editing. IBM Solemn, fast accurate,
reliable 244-6979
SPECIAL INSURANCE SAVINGS
program to be offered to Senior or Grad.
students only. For additional info. or free
brochure please contact Dave Hemmer
298-3210. No premium payments for one
year.

needs 2 girls non-erno ’re. 2
LO
berm, large workroom Call Karen/Becky
294-2659 or leave note at 656S. 5th St.
WANTED: 2 girls to shire 1 bdrm apt.
with 2 others 937 60 a ma plus 0111 416
So 8th Sf e4 or 2954888

’71 YAMAHA INDURO EITI4 250 cc
Never raced Need the money After 7
287-0984 or 792-8031

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share 2 bdrm apt. with 3 others 2 blks
from campus. $44 mo. Call 207-0797
morn or eyes.
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PLAYBOY: Student rates 1 yr 58.50. 7
mo 56 Send name. address & payment
to Playboy College Center. 1025
University, Sacramento, CA 95825.

TR ANSPOR ThT ION
EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe, Russia, and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights.
including Middle East and Far East
Student ski tours European used car
purchase system CONTACT. ISCA,
11687 San Vicente Blvd. 04. L. A. Calif.
90049 TEL 826-0955.
FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY Fly al 113 off
with a TWA Youth Passport and take up
to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD_ Call 2878668 for information or 2884600 for
reservations.
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FRIDAY FLICKS ’Little Big Man" Steering Dustin Hoffman Morris Dailey Aud. 7
& 10 PM-Sept 29 Ad. 500

Print Your Ad Here:

I
4. add.
days tional day

200
2 SO
300
3 50

J Ann..., in..11
Cd Automotive
Far Site

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY that feels
like people in love Petersen & Bishop
Photography 438 North Santa Cruz, Los
Gatos 354-2513 Mark or Ted

MALI ON
to share 4 br . 2 be.
house in So Willow Glen with 2 grads.
NM plus Mil 286-5817 before 1 30

Classified Rates

LU

PERSONALS
LUCRATIVE OVERSEAS JOBS with
Famous World-wide Hotel Chains
Details $1.00 Alexander. Box 357-SPD,
South Pasadena, CA 91030

blk SJSU
PURR. APT. 2 bdrm large
Sun patio. 4 closets. Girls. 4499. 10th, 11
AM-2 PM

’SS VW CAMPER. Excellent condition
New wide tires 30,000 ml 82.000 358
1358

2 SC

1110 REWARD for return of golOorn
glasses w/brown case Lost Mon on 10th
St Call Larry 286-8696 after 6! PM

Spartan
Daily
Classified
PHONE
277-3175

RM, FOR RENT with kitchen privileges
Prefer Arrnentan student from Middle
East 292-4643

’88 HONDA 360 Scrambler Low miles.
very clean See to appreciate Phone 2653861 atter 5 5375 Firm

6 lines

LOST Beagle, female, 6 ma SJ tag *
249-600. th-color (brown, black, white)
Answers to Daisy REWARD 255-7591

STEVE-Thanks tor finding my No. 3
card Sorry I didn’t see you at school.
Thanks again. Dave Zapanta

BRIDAL FAIRS PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wadding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates. 188 Includes
gold & white album, 60 color prints of
your choice, full set of slides. BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full color
6010441.25 each. Staff of 20
photographers. Make an appointment to
sea our samples-then decide. Open every
evening until 10 pm. For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3161.

House

20(1

LOST & FOUND
GOD IS NOT DEAD, BUT IF YOU DON’T
VOTE FOR GEORGE McGOVERN ON
NOV 7TH, HE MAY COMMIT SUICIDE_

HELPISerrous grad student needs
quiet friendly place to spend Thursday
night every week. Can pay something.
Please cell 1-476-5445 collect anytime.

SERVICES

I KINN, UNPURN. Married Couples
Only Resident owner Elan Kitchen,
pool Very clean. large. 431 S. 11th St. S.J.

Cilv

Check a Classification
A

me ROOM & BOARD tos girl over 18

GIRLS ONLY. New rooms across the
campus Kitchen any Ample Parsing 99
Sc. 9th, &leo 278 So 10th Call 2954526.
2954514. Private mm $55. double $615
triple $5500 Safe and quiet

AUTOMOTIVE

5 lines

WHO CARES ABOUT SAN JOSE?
USA DOES
GO PUBLIC -GO KSJSI

SORM UNFURN. ?Awned Couples
Only. Resident owner Elec. Kitchen.
pool. Very Clean. large. 431 S. 11th St. SJ

ROOMS, Mt ph*. Ivy Hall 279 E. San
Fernando, clean, well mngd., across
from admin wag 293-9514, 2944472,
253-1152

5-SHELF BOOKCASE 73- a 55", 535 Oak
desk 60 a 34 with chair. 570 Ph 2979205

9

,Ati

SODOM. APT. turn. ’a blk, from campus
$178.55 So. 11th St. Call 295-1530 after
2,03 PM

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES, non-smokers,
21 or over, needed for 101 the same Furn
2 hdrm apt comfortably holds 3 People
Fell rent $160 month or $53 per person
6355 11th St Call 998-0303

SEIGE CARPET, brown couch, brown
tweed chair & ottoman. slat bench, dog
basket single bed frame 378-5191

4 lines

RE-NEW YOUR OLD CLOTHES AND
SAVE $U. Mending. alterations & cuetorn sewing at economic rates Sharon
923-5343

$ea

H011,,IN’ ;

CANDLE A BATIK WAX SPECIAL
128-130 and 140-150, St 25 11 lb slab.
Eleven kinds of wax, for your complete
candlernaking-dye. scent, wick. molds,
Candle Art Co 1536 Camden Ave.,
Campbell 377-9361 Sale ends October
10th

I
days

TRUMPIT
PROFESSIONAL
PLUOILHORN INSTRUCTOR Contact
Fred Pedden at Benner Music 248-1012
or 374-3805

WANT respons, op% to rent 2 bdrm onturn. apt in triples $145. or less for
managing units 311 Perrymont eve 3710180

THE PISMO 35 S. 4th St. I’S block
north of Library) 287-7030 Features a
complete line of heated waterbeds from
$54. pillows, accessories. quality 10speed imported owes from $63. Sales &
Service. All at righteous prices with friendly nreptul service. 287-7030 BEDS TO
REST. BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN

1 lines

FRIDAY FLICKS "Little Big Man" Starring Dustin Hoffman. Morris Dailey Aud. 7
& 10 PM Sept 29 Adm 505

MOTHERLESS HOW NEEDS student
sitter tor child ages Hours from 4 pm to 8
am while father works nights. Good
eatery env room & board Set & Sun off
if desired Call 275-6845

BLACELITE POSTERS 51.50. PATCHES
754 & up, INSENSE 25 STICKS 296.
PIPES 51 00 & up, RADIOS 53.95 & up.
LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULARS
$22.00 & up. BLACKLITE. COMPLETE:
18" 511.95, 4’ 922.95, STROBE LIGHTS
$17.95. GAS OLD BULB $3.95. INDIA
PAINTS, FISH NETTING $1.98 & up. TSHIRTS $2.00 EACH, BROOKS 80 E. Son
Fernando 1 bpi from SJSU Phone 2920409.

day
$1 50

INSURANCE
AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
CSIS ’COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE). WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
HAS THE BEST RATES CALL US AT
2894681 OR STOP BY 404 5 3RD ST.2ND FLOOR

MATURE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT
needs college Jr or Sr to ’hare com295-1405 aft
pletely turn. 1 bdrm. apt
8 per

FOR RENT woe 2 bdrm house Girls
only. Call manager after 5 pm 297-8309
or drop by 088 S, SS’ St

FRIDAY FLICKS "Little Big Man" Star,
ing Dustin Hoffman. Morris Dailey Aud. 7
& 10 PM-Sept 29 Adm. 504

"LIST YOUR SPIRITS"
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet Basic "technique" for the beginning dander. Beverly
Eufrazia Grant. Director Phone 241-1776
if no answer 286-8917

Minimum

OF E SAN FERNAND

HUGS 1 nalrm apt ideal for three 1113
ba
blk SJSU. 4355. 4th St. 990-8038.

STUDENTS if you can work from 1 PM to
630 PM you can earn up to 50% commission on our lean program. Call the
Ice Cream Baron at 292-3752, or come in
and met us at 330 Race St., SJ. 18 or over.

FRIDAY FLICKS ’Little Big Man" Starring Dustin Hoffman. Morris Dailey Aud 7
& 10 PM- Sept 29 Adm 504

I ai h mkt,
too& line
Add

CASH I CARRY

VALLEY" House. sleeps 10
for moon isees 243-1847 aft 5

HELP WANTED

EXPERIENCED GIRL TO MANAGE
GIRLS ROOMING HOUSE- Must Ds
competent Apply 278 So 10th St. 2958528. 295-8514.

PARKING SPACES AVAILABLE. Monthlt rates cheap 360 S 11th St Contact
occupants

ow.

Rent cut.
GIRLS: 2 MUM turn apt.
All util. pd. Mr. SJSU. 4495. 10th, Piped
heal 11 am-2 pm.

1 KINN APT Yard. Wit $130/mo Call
2884141 after 5 PM Close to SJSU

DEMOCRATIES NEEDED FOR GRASSROOTS FUND RAISING IN YOUR
AREA.. Paid commission t$3.00 per hour
guarantee) Report for interview and
orientation any Wednesday or Saturday
at 1030 AM Democratic Headquarters
337 So. Monroe Blvd. San Joe*.
References reg.

SPECIAL CHILD’S FILM, HUMAN
BEAUTY: WHAT IT MEANSE needs
outstanding female subiects of any race
One hr work in exchange for personal
reel. further possibilities. 275-6795. 8-1
pm.

st name.

19511 DODGE. stick 3 & 1, red ram Vs
needs some work, ongInal owner Make
offer. Eves 371-0180

RESPONSIBLE MARRIED COUPLE,
thirtyish. to ma int manage 28 unit 54581
Willtram Free 2 bdrm apt & small salary.
967-5996 or 321-6573

FRIDAY FLICKS "LIMO Big Man" Starring Dustin Hoffman. Morns Dailey Aud 7
& 10 PM Sept 29 Adm 504

99,

1/2

30 00

A

Ps, PB. Auto trans
1111 MUSTANG
Good condition 4900 or best offer. Cell
998-1059

Sale starts Seat.*

Quality 10 speed bikes from ’63.00
=MN

OKAY, CHARLIE , SO
SOMEONE TRIED
TO HIJACK YOU

Volunteers and disabled
students interested may call
the Student Activities and
Services Office. 277-2189. The
person to ask for is Mary
Rogers.

disabled
students has been instituted
on the Berkeley campus.
Corsini hopes that a similar
program
here
will
prove
successful.
matching C...t./8 and

anspn. Winn

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER OR
CASH (0
SPAR 1 AN DAILY
CLASSIFIED.
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE CALIF 95114
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